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Quon Amps Up Audiences With His Latest, 'Aint
A Boss'
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international clients.

(Los Angeles, CA) March 22, 2022 - After the successful release of ‘Did That’ in January,

veteran MC and OG Quon is lighting up this quarter with another energetic hit, ‘Aint A Boss.’

The hip-hop performer’s new single conveys fictitious things and happenings around us and

social media where many people claim to be what they are not. Inspired by the late Pimp C

(UGK), the track is accompanied by a two-minute and half visual produced and directed by

Amir Perry (Yo Gotti, Pusha T, E-40). The video is filmed in Houston and pays homage to the

dead and living legends from Houston and beyond. 

Dequon Stovall, professionally known as Quon, is a recording artist born in The Big Easy.

Raised in Arizona and Texas, for the most part, he found himself embarking on the musical

path when he was a teenager. Quon was seen rapping around friends and performing open mic

at clubs in the area. Nostalgic for hip-hop’s golden era, he draws inspiration from the pioneers

like UGK, Jay Z, Too $hort, and Tupac. He also collaborated with big names in the hip-hop

scene like Paul Wall, Kidd Kidd, E-40, and Lil' Keke under his former byname, Young Quon.

Quon’s music is confident, versatile, and playful and will certainly find a welcome home

amongst fans of old-school hip-hop, whether old or young heads. 

‘Aint A Boss’ is now available everywhere, including Spotify and YouTube. To know more

about Quon, follow him via his Instagram handle. 
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